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paolo mussat sartor 
 

 

Paolo Mussat Sartor has always lived in Turin, and by a twist of fate, found himself sharing the experience of Arte Povera 

with all the great figures of that movement. Of course, he can claim credit for that. How many people rubbed elbows or 

crossed paths with those same artists, without even noticing?  Whereas Paolo managed to forge a relationship of 

complicity with his fellow travelers in the art world, immediately grasping what was going on there in the late ’60s and 

early ’70s, and for some time, documented the work of many artists who lived in or visited Turin.  

Looking at these pictures, you notice that Mussat is sending a subtle subliminal message about the practice of each one. 

They haven’t been captured in the process of developing a work: instead, it seems like the photographer is turning them 

into their own work. And so Paolini stands in front of drawing implements; Merz walks in the wind with a piece of wax 

under his arm; Anselmo glances somewhat fearfully at a heavy stone that threatens to fall on him; Salvo is open-mouthed 

(like Raphael) and looking straight into the camera; Twombly naturally turns his back on the lens, wearing an anonymous 

white raincoat.  

Perhaps even in these portraits of the Seventies, Mussat was paving the way to his later ones, personalized even more 

by the painterly touch that began to modify his images in the 1980s, marking a shift in our man’s work. 

In the exhibition with Giovanni Anselmo that will be opening on October 1 in Brescia, Mussat presents portraits from this 

second generation, the ones corrected, painted, dimmed with color (often only black). 

Anselmo, in the picture shown here, has a devilish look to him, while my recently taken portrait turns me into a saint 

gazing off into the distance, a little surprised. 

Salvo once said, and even wrote, that I always looked sort of astonished when listening to the stories, tall tales, and 

conceits of many artists (not all of them). And that’s certainly true. The art world is surprising, and Mussat captures the 

amazement these artists inspire, with strokes of black hiding their faces and bodies as if in a cloud. In recent 

photographs, the subject’s features and head remain visible; all else vanishes. The subject no longer has a profession, it’s 

just him, alone with himself, like an image reflected in a smoked mirror that conceals everything. 

Everything superfluous: to focus attention on a gaze, a frown, a raised eyebrow. Never a smile. Karl Marx and Giuseppe 

Garibaldi never smiled in photos, for that matter. 

Hollywood came along much later. 
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Opening: Saturday, October 1, 2016, 6 PM   


